include the footrests on the left and right, the footbrake and gearshift levers and milled mirrors.

cover, clutch and brake levers and the expansion tank cover. In the new R 1250 GS the packages also

The Billet Packs include cylinder head covers, ignition coil cover, oil filler plug and engine front

perfect match.

Developed according to rigorous BMW Motorrad quality requirements, they always guarantee a

aluminium, while cylinder head covers and engine front cover are made from a forging blank.

and using highly durable aluminium: hand levers and footrests are milled from a single block of

example. Here, the very highest level of manufacturing precision is combined with filigree design –

the Billet Packs Option 719 Classic and HP are available for the R 1250 GS and R 1250 GT, for

In addition to the Option 719 Spezial finishes in Blue Planet metallic and Sparkling Storm metallic,

characteristic attention to detail.

the vehicle as a whole, use of the very highest-quality materials, elaborate manual workmanship and

equipment items ex works. The focus in implementing these attributes is on harmonious integration in

GS and R 1250 RT, which enhance both performance and value and are available as optional

BMW Motorrad Spezial is range of iconic customisation features, also available for the new R 1250

Options 719 Spezial voor GS en RT

Option 719 Billet Pack Classic – straightforward elegance with a purist aluminium look.
While most of the surfaces have a

natural,

untreated aluminium look, some

areas are

visually emphasised by means of a

light grey

anodized coating. This serves to

underscore the

refined, straightforward character of

the Billet Pack.

In spite of this purist appearance,

the surface is

protected by means of a durable,

colourless

anodized coating.
Billet Pack HP – sporty, dynamic

flair through

simple colouring with powerful accentuations.
Most of the surfaces are anodized

in black,

whereby some milled surfaces are

emphasised with

a natural aluminium look. Milled

elements with a

blue anodized coating and the blue

plastic sliders

on the cylinder head covers give

the HP Billet

Pack a sporty look.
Option 719 wheels.
The high-quality Option 719 cast wheels for the R 1250 RT are available in two design variants:

-

"Classic" design: grey gloss, mill finished.

-

"Sport" design: black gloss, mill finished.

The detailed
milling contours
give the
burnished wheel
a strikingly
refined design.
The very highest
quality and
precision in the
surface finishing
technique makes
the wheels highly resilient to environmental impact. Here, manufacturing technology and surface
finishing technique have been combined to create a truly unique product.
HP sports silencer.

HP sports silencers by Akrapovič are available ex works for both new boxer models. The slip-on
silencers in sporty design are made entirely of titanium, making them 0.5 kg lighter than the standard
silencer.

Option 719
Spezial finishes
in Blue Planet
metallic and
Sparkling Storm
metallic for the
R 1250 RT.
A particularly intense metallic effect is created by the two Spezial colours Blue Planet metallic and
Sparkling Storm metallic. The body colour is to be found on the central fuel tank cover, the left and
right-hand fuel tank covering, the trim on the case lids, the front, rear and side trim section and also on
the front spoiler, front wheel cover and knee cover. Chrome elements such as the handlebar weights
and windshield trim element underscore the luxurious character of the new R 1250 RT.
The engine spoiler finished in Night Black creates a fascinating contrast with the power unit in
Aluminium Silver metallic. Silver-coated wheels and golden brake calipers emphasise the high-quality
appearance of the new R 1250 RT.
The elaborate hand-drawn lines likewise reflect the very highest level of craftsmanship. Every stroke
of the brush is applied manually – so every motorcycle is a unique specimen.
In conjunction with the two Spezial paint variants, customers can also upgrade the new R 1250 RT
with the Option 719 seat in brown. However, this seat is available in standard seat height and with seat
heating only.
Option 719 seat – the ideal supplement to the Option 719 paint finishes.
The elegant dark brown seat is offered with the Option 719 paint finishes Blue
Planet metalic and Sparkling Storm metallic. The mixture of materials combined with decorative
seams gives the seat a very exclusive, high-quality character. It is also possible to feel the premium
character of the materials since the seat has a very distinctive haptic quality. The discreet marbling
likewise enhances the seat visually in conjunction with the basic colour.

